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Annual Conference Boardroom Minutes

Join from PC, Mac, iOS or Android: https://NACURH.zoom.us/j/2728749666
Or join by phone: +1 646 876 9923 (US Toll) or +1 669 900 6833 (US Toll)
Meeting ID: 272 874 9666 (International numbers available: https://zoom.us/zoomconference)
1. Call to Order at 8:30 pm ET/ 7:30 pm CT
2. Roll Call:
a. Institution Roll Call- HERE
b. Individual Roll Call- HERE
3. New Business
a. Approve the Agenda
i.
Motion | University of North Carolina-Wilmington
ii.
Second | Clemson University
iii.
Dissent | None
b. Approve Minutes from Regional Business Conference
i.
Motion | Florida Gulf Coast University
ii.
Second | Murray State University
iii.
Dissent | None
4. Corporate Overview
a. Reminders
i.
Saturday’s Corporate Info Session is MANDATORY for voting rights - NO
EXCEPTIONS!
ii.
Attendance - please always have your name be “SA | Your Institution | Name” or we
will not be able to mark you as present in Corporate/NRHH Corporate
iii.
Voting - each Director or ADNRHH will drop their region’s voting form. Look for their
links in the chat when it’s time to vote.
iv.
The Corporate website and Guidebook will be YOUR FRIEND the entire weekend.
Bookmark it, save it, don’t lose it. [drop link in chat]
v.
Be kind to others - everyone will have different experiences with Parli Pro and
boardroom
vi.
Remember you are representing yourself, your institution, and the South Atlantic
vii.
Corporate and NRHH Corporate can be overwhelming with eight regions present.
1. It is okay to ask questions and utilize your team.
2. Review any legislation ahead of time so you are prepared.
3. Actually take breaks when you are given them - step away from your screens, have
snacks/drinks handy, get a good night’s rest or take a nap.
b. Q&A
i.
University of Tennessee Knoxville | When we rename ourselves, is using our institution’s
acronym acceptable?

1. Director | Abbreviations are ok, they will yield to the region and we will know who
you are.
5. RLC 2022 and RBC 2023 Plans
a. Director | We don’t have a solidified host site for RLC 2022 and RBC 2023. We are not the only
region to not have a host. We are trying to go back to in-person, and we really would like to go
back to in-person. It is not possible for the SEC to host an in-person conference and we don’t
really have the capacity. The only way for us to go back in-person is to have an institution host.
We would like to use this as an opportunity to have a roundtable discussion and answer any
questions about this process so that we can help anyone who is interested in hosting a
conference.
b. Advisor | Ideally, we are shooting for an early-mid November date for the Regional Leadership
Conference.
c. Christopher Newport University | How many people would attend?
i.
Director yields to Advisor
ii.
Advisor | We recognize that moving back to in person conferences will be a challenge. We
are hoping to host 200-250 humans for RLC 2022. Normally, SAACURH’s regional
conferences would host roughly 400 individuals, so double what we are looking at for this
year.
d. University of North Carolina Charlotte | I may have missed it earlier, but how many corporate
conferences are there this weekend?
i.
Director | This weekend there is regular corporate, which is Saturday & Sunday & then
there is NRHH corporate which is just a split off of corporate for NRHH. Codes are listed
in Guidebook.
e. University of North Carolina Wilmington | Does the host of the conference get any support?
i.
Director | Can you clarify what you mean by support?
ii.
University of North Carolina Wilmington | I just mean do we get any financial support and
advise on how to host a conference.
iii.
Director | Whoever is chosen to host a conference works very closely with the SAACURH
Executive Committee (SEC). The conference chair becomes a member of the SEC & has
support through resources including wrap up reports from previous conferences. Your
institution would also have their NACURH affiliation paid the following year.
iv.
ADAF | Conferences are self-sustaining. The budget will come from the institutions who
are attending. In the perfect scenario, your institution would not have to pay for
anything.
v.
Advisor | We do have a loan program to help out with some starting costs. Kaleb and Toni,
did we move stUniversity of Floridaf from savings?
1. ADAF | I believe we did, but we do have roughly $500 budgeted into the upcoming
fiscal year burger to help with starting to fund things, & that loan would be paid
back at the end of the conference.
2. Advisor | Beyond that, our finances are in a healthy place so we could potentially
do more through legislation or some other purposes.
f. University of West Florida | What is the deadline to submit an application/bid to host RBC Spring
2023?
i.
Director | We had an earlier deadline but we received no conference hosts. Ideally, right
now, we are prioritizing an RLC host, but we will not mind talking about an RBC host. The
sooner you express your interest, the sooner you can start planning the conference.
g. Murray State University | One of the best resources for determining how feasible hosting a
conference will be for your institution is the SAACURH bid vault. The bid vault has example bids
for RLC and RBC, including what important details need to be included.
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Director | The bid vault is also up to date with more recent bids. The last round of
applications we did an application process because of the timeline, but the bids gives you
a good idea of what to be thinking about what to consider. Obviously, as we return to in
person like we're not going to expect, like this extravagant experience because a lot of
you have probably never been to in-person conferences, So it will be a learning
experience for everyone on it that's honestly what it is it's a really good learning
experience, Opportunity gives you a different look into the curve, and a different way to
get involved in the region.
University of Central Florida | When would be the latest we decide on having a virtual or inperson conference for RLC or RBC?
i.
Director | At this point, we are really nearing this deadline, but we wanted to make sure
we have one more space to discuss this topic to give a chance for institutions to host an
in-person RLC or RBC. Particularly with RLC, the decision will come sometime in July.
ii.
Advisor | If hosting RLC is on your radar, please let us know. This is not a commitment to
host but would help us to hold off from making the call to have a virtual conference.
iii.
ADNRHH | If you are interested, you can correspond via email and we can have
conversations that way. We have it so we can follow-up and have a record and get those
conversations and resources going. Please email both.
1. sa_director@nacurh.org
2. sa_advisor@nacurh.org
iv.
Advisor | Per policy, you are required to meet with the SEC to discuss and make sure the
budget is tip-top and up-to shape before we move forward.
University of Tennessee Chattanooga | How many other regions have host sites for RLC?
i.
Director | I don’t have a number off the top of my head. There are definite regions with
potential host sites. It's about 50/50 across NACURH.
ii.
ADNRHH | It’s only about 2-3 regions that have conference host sites and I believe only
one has both conference host sites.
Advisor | Happy to support you all in the ways you need. I know some of you have newer advisors
that have come on board, and maybe haven't attended an in-person conference - we’re happy to
sit down with you. Again, if you're at all considering it just go ahead and reach out. This is the
final push to find a host site for RLC.
Director | Even if you are interested, you don’t have to have everything prepared. Just make sure
you have the support, capacity, and commitment to host the conference. All the other details
can be organized at a later time.
ADNRHH | Based on conversations with the Advisor, we recognize that support will look a little
different this year. We are going to navigate through that, but we will support you 100% and see
you succeed.
Advisor | If you have another institution nearby, if you want to work together to host a
conference, that is a-ok! We would have to talk about the logistics about that, but we would be
fine with that.
Murray State | With both conferences being smaller in size, how many people are needed to run
the conference?
i.
Director | I would say on your conference team, you would need a conference chair or cochair, a finance chair, a registration chair, educational sessions chair (RLC), a philanthropy
chair, a spirit chair, a housing/dining chair, transportation chair, etc. The timeline of
responsibilities depends on where you are in the conference process. See what positions
you could possibly combine. Volunteers are important to host the conference. Volunteers
can get service hours through conference-running activities and do not have to purely be
housing-focused. You will also have support from the SEC as well.
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Advisor | 8ish students and 2 advisors would be my recommendation, but we can make
other sizes work.
CNU | What’s the typical size of a university that would host an in person conference?
i.
Director | It is stereotypical that a large institution has to host a conference. That is
incorrect. Whatever type of university you are, any institution can potentially host a
conference. In terms of transportation, institutions can be accessible via plane or driving.
ii.
Advisor | I think our smallest institution that has hosted off the top of my head in recent
years has been Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University in Florida, & one of the largest was
University of Central Florida. We have had everything in between, we’ve had varying
sizes. As long as you have an auditorium space that can hold people is the biggest
concern, but we’ve gotten creative with solutions before.
iii.
Murray State | I think the only size concern should just be about fitting people into
boardroom space(s).
iv.
Director | There could be a hybrid option if you are a smaller institution whether that
means hosting mass gathering virtually and having educational sessions in-person, or
other conferences.
University of Tennessee Chattanooga | Can you discuss what the future of in-person conferences
will look like if we have a virtual conference for RLC 2022?
i.
Director | I don’t necessarily think it will set us back in terms of the other regions, but I
feel like the longer we prolong it the less people there will be that have had in-person
conference experience in the past. So there’s going to be a gap in knowledge & the ability
to reference resources from in-person conferences. In terms of engagement, we’ve
clearly seen a cut in engagement with virtual, however NACURH is a completely virtual
organization outside of conferences. From the engagement perspective it could put us
back a little bit because people are ready to go back to that in-person. People waiting to
be affiliated until we go back to it in person. So it definitely could hurt affiliation.
numbers like not providing those resources 'cause they don't want to spend the money
just to have virtual experiences. So it definitely would affect affiliation. they don't will
eventually hit our finances a little bit because conferences, even though they are selfsustaining, are a big boost in sign in when we sell merchandise at conferences, we don't
have a regional store. And those are things that help our finances and savings, and give us
money to sustain things, to have opportunities like grants. Affiliation numbers have
dropped over the past two years, so those in-person opportunities will be great for
engagement.
ii.
Advisor | It will eventually hit our finances, but we do have a little bit of a cushion. Our
affiliation numbers have dropped over the last two years. 19-20 affiliation, we had about
20 more affiliates than we do now.
University of Central Florida | I wanted to provide a little information. It is not easy to host a
conference, but there are a lot of resources available in NACURh and you are all leaders. At
University of Central Florida, we put together a panel of people who had been to in-person
conferences and members got to ask questions. This is at the point where you are able to submit
the bid.
Murray State Advisor | I want to talk a little bit about Murray State’s regional conference. we're
at the top of the region we're 2 hours from an airport. We weren't sure if we would have spaces
large enough to host all over our boardroom. It was my first year as the advisor at Murray State,
and we didn't find out that there was even an opening to host RLC until NACURH. We put
together the conference in four months. You can absolutely do it.
University of Tennessee Chattanooga | Is there any intention of waiting till the school year starts
to see if schools are in the place in August? Will institutions have a better idea in the fall.

i.
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Director | For RLC the answer is no. We do not want to have to set up an institution to do
that. We are looking at about mid-July for RLC. For RBC, we could push it back to the end
of August. It takes time to compile a host team. We had varying experiences assembling a
team for virtual RLC and RBC. RBC does not have educational sessions and other things.
There were other things that the SEC wanted to do, but were not able to. We still need
that interest and engagement from all of you to make in-person conference experiences
possible. You need to make it possible. The SEC helps keep the region afloat, but that is
why we have committees and taskforces to support the region. We still need Your
participation to plan and host to make it happen. Work together, talk together,
communicate. If you want to join together and pick a campus, do it. If you want those inperson experiences, y’all need to step up and do it.
Advisor | The other reason we cannot wait is that institutions have strict purchasing
policies. Some institutions need to submit paperwork in mid-September as the
conference is in November.

6. Open Forum
a. How to navigate Kumospace?
i.
Director | Kumospace social links are in Guidebook. Once you launch the site, you’ll need
to make an account. You’re able to turn your camera and microphone on and off, and
engage with individuals within your icon’s sound radius.
ii.
ADNRHH | Kumospace is also most compatible with Google Chrome, especially for
accessibility features.
b. University of North Carolina Chapel Hill | How do you access the room for your social, is there a
link?
i.
Director | The link is in Guidebook or on the corporate website.
ii.
University of North Carolina Chapel Hill | For the NCC Social, it is not showing up
iii.
University of Central Florida | Social Room 2, https://www.kumospace.com/nacurhconference
c. University of Tennessee Chattanooga | Do we have to sign up and make an account with
Kumospace?
i.
Director | You need to create an account. You can use a Google email if it makes it easier
for you.
d. Murray State University | Motion to Adjourn until Regional Breakout tomorrow
i.
Second | Appalachian State University
ii.
Dissent | None
7. Adjourn 9:31 pm ET/ 8:31 pm CT

Saturday, June 25th, 2022
1. Call to order: 6:03 pm ET/5:03 pm CT
2. Roll Call
3. Legislation
a. 22-06 Pride of Louie Award
i.
Motion | Murray State University
1. Second | University of North Carolina-Charlotte
2. Dissent | None
ii.
Reading of the Piece
iii.
Proponent | Anna Pietrzak, Regional Director
1. Our purpose for creating this award is to bring a form of recognition to the region
that extends beyond an individual’s dedication to and involvement in SAACURH.
Many of our current pins are based on years of service or impact on a specific
person; however, this award would be nomination-based to recognize how an
individual embodies the values of our region. We also chose to limit this award to
three recipients to allow this award to be given out once at each regional and
NACURH conference, or all at once at the Annual Conference. This award would
also not be limited to those who have direct ties to SAACURH and NACURH, but
could be anyone who fits the criteria listed in the legislation. I yield the rest of my
time to Q&A.
iv.
Q&A
1. University of Central Florida | We would like to know why this piece would not
only be for members of RHAs and NRHHs.
a. Director | The logic behind extending the demographic that can receive
this award would allow the region to recognize individuals who embody
SAACURH spirit beyond regional spaces.
2. University of Georgia | The University of Georgia wonders how the nominations
would be reviewed and selected at the current conference?
a. Director | While this would be a nomination award, we wanted to start the
tradition of this award at this conference.
3. Murray State University | How will the nomination process look, if this award
won’t necessarily be awarded at each conference?
a. Director | That is up to the discretion of the incoming SEC. I foresee it
being it an application process unlike other bids. Silver pins could be an
application process as well, but it is up to the discretion of the Director as
to the process and when they give the Pride of Louie Award.
b. Murray State University | Would you foresee an amendment to clarify this
process this year?
c. Director | If there needs to be clarification, it can certainly be viable.
4. University of Florida | Would the process be an application or nomination process?
a. Director | It should be up to the discretion of the Executive Committee. I
left it open to give the incoming Executive Committee more flexibility as
to how the award will be given.
5. Motion to extend Q&A by 3 minutes | University of Georgia
a. Second | University of Southern Mississippi
b. Dissent | None
6. Murray State University | If this award was given out one per conference, would it
make sense to have nominations throughout the duration of that conference?

v.

a. Director | Again, it would be up to the SEC to open it before the
conference or otherwise depending on the process. It does not have to be
confined to a timeline. It would be open before the start of the conference
in my opinion.
7. University of Central Florida | Moves to end Q&A
a. Second | Appalachian State University
b. Dissent | None
Discussion
1. Clemson University | Clemson University supports this piece because recognition
is a huge part of what Rha and NRHH stands for and we believe this award will
boost engagement and recognize a wider group of people in the region.
2. Murray State University | POP | Does Anna have to leave the space?
a. ADNRHH | Yes
3. University of Georgia | The University of Georgia would like to support this bid
however by leaving out many institutions by having only the SAACURH Executive
Committee pick the first winner leaves out many potential nominees from
institutions that do not host SAACURH Executive Committee members creating a
potential equity issue.
4. University of Central Florida | The University of Central Florida feels that this
legislation allows for more opportunity for recognition within the region from
nominations and not just from direct choice of the SEC and allows for more
engagement from the members of SAACURH.
5. Murray State University | Murray State University greatly appreciates this piece of
legislation as an opportunity to further recognize people in SAACURH. We are
concerned as to the lack of timeline in this legislation and would like to see a
revision later on.
6. Clemson University | Clemson University appreciates the line about the
nominations being reviewed and selected on a timeline and method set by the
current sec because it gives leniency to whatever challenges the current SEC may
be facing at the time.
7. Murray State University | Motion to Exhaust with Additions
a. Second | University of Tennessee-Knoxville
b. Dissent | None
8. University of Central Florida | While institutions are concerned on how
nominations will be collected and when, the University of Central Florida has
confidence in the SEC and is in support of this piece.
9. University of Georgia | POC | Would there be a way to add a friendly amendment?
a. ADNRHH | I believe that we are out of discussion, but will yield to ADAF.
b. ADAF | Friendly amendments are allowed in the discussion period, but we
just exited the discussion period, so the time to make an amendment has
elapsed.
10. Murray State University | We can still make amendments to this piece of
legislation in the future?
a. ADNRHH | That is correct. It would require another piece of legislation in
the future.
11. University of North Florida | POC | Should the NCC and NRHH vote separately?
a. ADNRHH | This is a one vote per institution and the vote lies with your
NCC. If you do not have an NCC, you can vote through your NRHH
representative, but please do not double vote.

vi.

Vote | 19-3-0
1. 22-06 Passes
4. Confirmation of Roles (*bolded are the positions that must be confirmed at NACURH 2022)
a. Kaleb Scott, Associate Director for Administration and Finance
i.
Motion | Clemson University
1. Second | University of Georgia
2. Dissent | None
ii.
Proponent | Presentation
iii.
Q&A
1. University of Central Florida | How do you think your previous role as CORHAD
prepared you for ADAF?
a. Kaleb | For me, being CORHAD has given me a lot of insight into what an
AD role entails. I’ve worked closely with this year’s ADAF, which has
allowed me to see how SAACURH’s finances are operated and managed.
2. University of Tennessee Knoxville | Can you elaborate more on your plans for
engaging & supporting HBCUs? How do you plan on incorporating DEI into your
position overall?
a. Kaleb | This past year, HBCUs faced bomb threats across the U.S. I was the
first one to reach out to the SEC to make a plan to support our institutions.
Financially, we do have scholarships, so definitely reaching out to these
universities and informing them about the resources available.
3. University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill | How could you say your leadership in
SAACURH will prepare you in the upcoming role?
a. Kaleb | The ability to run my own boardroom spaces has helped me for
stepping in whenever needed in our spaces or NACURH spaces. Being able
to stand on my own feet & start learning the different ends of these roles
& be prepared for the position.
4. Murray State University | Motion to exhaust with additions
a. Second | Florida Gulf Coast University
b. Dissent | None
iv.
Discussion
1. Murray State University | Murray State University greatly appreciates Kaleb’s
familiarity with finances and budgets through his experiences.
2. Clemson University | Clemson University supports this confirmation because of his
previous experiences and future goals for this role and we especially appreciate
the support of HBCU’s and MSI’s.
3. University of Central Florida | University of Central Florida moves to end
discussion.
a. Second | Mississippi State University
b. Dissent | None
v.
Vote | 21-0-1
1. Kaleb Scott Confirmed as SA ADAF
b. Jonathan Hueftle, Associate Director for NRHH
i.
Motion | Clemson University
1. Second | University of Central Florida
2. Dissent | None
ii.
Proponent | Hey SAACURH! For anyone who doesn’t know me, HI! I’m Jonathan Hueftle. I
use they/them pronouns and I am hosted at Murray State University in Murray, KY. This
fall, I will be going into the senior year of my undergraduate degree in music

iii.

composition. Even saying that out loud is so surreal to me. I still remember being a firstsemester freshman just beginning to learn about NRHH and becoming enthralled with
the organization. I had the amazing opportunity to become a member my second
semester, and from my very first meeting, I absolutely loved being engaged with my
chapter and supporting my fellow residence life leaders. Since then, I have committed
myself to be a leader within NRHH, and have served as president of my chapter for two
years. After becoming president and getting connected with SAACURH and NACURH, I
have been absolutely overjoyed to meet so many of you who share my interests to help
our communities thrive, and for over a year I have dreamed of being a part of the SEC
team.
Now that’s all fine and dandy, but I plan to do so much more than just sit and soak in the
Louie Love SAACURH gives out. My number one goal as ADNRHH is to connect with
institutions and individuals on a more personal level, and I will do everything I can to help
assist you in any way. I will also vow to take all of your feedback to heart as I
communicate with the NACURH NRHH Board of Directors. And you can certainly ask
anyone who has been in boardroom discussion with me, I am not afraid to speak up even
in difficult conversations. While I am solution-oriented in my discussions, I will also
celebrate every one of your steps of progress as we navigate throughout the year and
work to continue improving NRHH and NACURH as a whole.Another one of my big goals
for this year is to emphasize collaboration, not just between institutions, but within the
SEC as well. I’m particularly excited to work with our incoming CO-RHAD, CO-PRS, CO-LA,
and CO-NBD to work on SAACURH’s Build the Bridge Program, spirit events focused
around NRHH, advocacy initiatives emphasized on serving our communities and
rebooting our bid vault and bidding process respectfully. I’m also very excited to start
recruiting some of you to serve on SAACURH committees. I personally have been
involved with the SAACURH Leadership and Advocacy Committee and the Regional OTM
selection committee (which will actually be part of my job to manage as ADNRHH). But
overall I’m very interested to become even more involved with our committees and
engage with more of you. I implore you to reach out to me at any time for questions,
comments, or concerns, and I would absolutely love to discuss more specific plans I have
here at NACURH or later in a one-on-one. Thank you all so much, and with that, I’ll yield
my time.
Q&A
1. Clemson University | As ADNRHH, to the best of my knowledge, it will be your
responsibility to handle OTMs and issues concerning the website and their
submission. While I know this will be difficult, what are some ideas that you might
have if the website is not fixed or if a new contract is not worked out?
a. Jonathan | I want to clarify, as ADNRHH, my access to the database would
be limited. Even the NAN’s access is limited. All the quarks have been due
to ACUHO-I. I will be very adamant to them to be quick to fix it. If there
continue to be issues, we have been using Google Forms for OTMs and I
would be comfortable continue using them. I would also be open to using
JotForms as well. This is something that will be high on my radar and
something I hope will be fixed.
2. University of Central Florida | Do you have any ideas on how to better build the
relationship between RHA and NRHH?
a. Jonathan | That’s a great question, I have a lot of different ideas, a lot of
which comes from my experience at my institution. The NRHH President
serves on the RHA Executive Board. One of the ideas that I worked on this
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year was completing the Build the Bridge initiative. I would like to reach
out to you all for improvements, comments, or some sort of award. There
are other ways to recommend and I would love to have a 1:1 to build that
relationship. It will not be a cookie-cutter solution, but I would love to talk
with you and work with the CORHAD on that. We should work with RHAs
to complete that or reach out to RHAs to form an NRHH.
3. Clemson | Diamond chats are a large part of communication between the campus
and the region did you have any ideas to increase attendance or other methods
besides these and conferences to engage with the campus?
a. Jonathan | Great question. I know that one of the big things with diamond
chats is to reach out to everybody first so that the schedule would work
for everyone in an equitable way. We may not be able to have every
institution come, but we want to get as many institutions as we can.
Alternatively, I would hope to engage with the region through social media
and the COPRS. I will also touch base with the other ADNRHHs to see what
they have done on the regional and national level for transparency and
consistency throughout NACURH.
4. University of Central Florida | With the recent decline in NRHH reaffiliation, Do
you have any plans to improve this for the upcoming year?
a. Jonathan | I have seen the decline in NRHH affiliation & it is concerning.
One of the ways that I want to try to back out to institutions who have had
an NRHH chapter & have not affiliated. Over the next month before
summer is over I plan to reach out to institutions that were affiliated last
year and start a conversation with someone on each campus. Even if you
don’t have an NRHH chapter, I’d love to start conversations on starting
NRHH chapters & pitch NRHH.
5. University of Georgia | With the declining membership of many NRHH chapters in
SAACURH, do you have any plans to help rebuild or provide support to chapters
that are currently declining so more chapters don't disappear?
a. Jonathan | I would never ignore you. I’m sure everyone has experienced a
decline in our own chapter membership. I want to try to reach everyone on
a personal level if I can. I want to make sure SAACURH NRHH resources are
accessible to all as a dry-reboot. I hope it will make all institutions feel
more supported and not feel like they are taking a shot in the dark when
they are rebuilding, strategizing, and building their programs.
6. Clemson University | Motion to Exhaust the Speakers List without additions
a. Second | Mississippi State University
b. Dissent | None
Discussion
1. University of Central Florida | University of Central Florida appreciates Jonathan’s
commitment to feedback and accessibility.
2. UNC-Charlotte | UNC-Charlotte supports this confirmation as the candidate has
expressed their excitement & interest in improving many parts of SAACURHs
initiatives such as the build the bridge program.
3. Clemson University | Clemson University supports this confirmation because of
their passion and dedication to the region and we are in full support of their goals
of personally connecting with each institution in the region while also utilizing
current resources like the build the bridge program and Diamond chats.

4. Clemson University | We would like to appreciate the utilization of ideas from the
previous conference.
5. University of Central Florida | University of Central Florida appreciates Jonathan’s
timely call to action and focus on returning members.
6. Clemson University | Motion to Exhaust Speaker’s List with Additions
a. Second | Florida Gulf Coast University
b. Dissent | None
7. Murray State | Murray State would like to recognize with Jonathan, what you see
is what you get. Everything that they said is what we got on our Executive Board.
8. UNF | POC | Is the NCC or NRHH Representative voting for this confirmation?
a. Director | The NRHH Representative should be voting if your institution
has one. If not, then the NCC can vote.
v.
Vote | 21-0-1
1. Jonathan Hueftle Confirmed as SA ADNRHH
5. Summer Involvement Opportunities
a. Task Forces/Committees
i.
ADNRHH | I am very excited to work with you all over the summer. I will work with the
incoming board to organize task forces and committees. Look for that in your emails and
we look forward to seeing you all get involved. Hope you have a great start to your
semester.
6. Open Forum
a. Clemson University | Y’all are doing great! We are great and we are the pride of NACURH!
7. Adjournment until Sunday, June 26th, 2022
a. Motion | University of Central Florida
i.
Second | University of Tennessee-Knoxville
ii.
Dissent | None

